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Lessons on longevity from budding yeast
Matt Kaeberlein1,2

The past decade has seen fundamental advances in our understanding of the ageing process and raised 
optimism that interventions to slow ageing may be on the horizon. Studies of budding yeast have made 
immense contributions to this progress. Yeast longevity factors have now been shown to modulate ageing in 
invertebrate and mammalian models, and studies of yeast have resulted in some of the best candidates for 
anti-ageing drugs currently in development. The first interventions to slow human ageing may spring from the 
humble yeast.

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is one of the most important 
model organisms used in ageing-related research. In comparison with 
other systems, the relative ease and rapidity with which longevity can be 
quantified in yeast has allowed rapid progress is defining the molecular 
mechanisms of ageing in this organism and the identification of dozens 
of factors that modify its longevity. How much of what we learn about 
ageing in yeast is relevant to people has become an important question. 
We do not yet know the answer, but the evidence so far suggests that 
although some aspects of ageing in yeast are specific to this organism, 
many of the most important features have been evolutionarily conserved 
in invertebrate species and rodents.

Two ageing models have been established in yeast: replicative ageing 
and chronological ageing. Replicative ageing is a model of the ageing of 
mitotically active cells in which the lifespan of a mother cell is defined 
by the number of daughter cells produced before senescence. Replicative 
lifespan (RLS) is measured by physical removal of daughter cells, which 
are easily distinguished from mother cells under an optical microscope1. 
Chronological ageing is a model of the ageing of post-mitotic cells in 
which lifespan is defined by how long a yeast cell can survive in a non-
dividing, quiescence-like state2. Chronological lifespan (CLS) has been 
most commonly measured by culturing cells in liquid media, where they 
enter a non-dividing state once the carbon source has been exhausted. 
Viability over time, measured as the ability to resume mitotic growth in 
fresh medium, is then monitored.

A central aspect of ageing-related research is determining the nature 
of the damage that contributes to ageing and age-associated disease. 
In the replicative model, damage must be asymmetrically inherited by 
the mother cell to result in ageing (Fig. 1). Daughter cells produced by 
aged mother cells retain full replicative capacity until near the end of the 
mother cell’s RLS, demonstrating that a healthy mother cell is generally 
able to retain most of the age-associated damage3,4. In the chronologi-
cal model, by contrast, damage accumulates over time within a non-
dividing cell until a threshold is reached beyond which the cell is no 
longer able to re-enter the cell cycle (Fig. 1). Despite these differences, 
there are some interesting parallels between the two types of yeast age-
ing. For example, both ageing models are strongly influenced by nutri-
ent availability, and it has been shown that the chronological age of a 
yeast cell has a negative impact on RLS, even for cells that have not yet 
produced a single daughter5.

In this Review, I focus on recent advances in understanding both rep-
licative and chronological ageing in yeast. Potential molecular causes 
of yeast ageing are discussed, including both yeast-specific mecha-
nisms and those that seem to be conserved in multicellular organisms. 

Figure 1 | Damage accumulation in yeast ageing. In chronologically ageing 
yeast, damage accumulates in non-dividing cells. In the external medium, 
ethanol initially accumulates and is converted to acetic acid, which induces 
an apoptosis-like response and cell death. Inside the chronologically ageing 
cell, damaged mitochondria and oxidized proteins also accumulate and 
probably contribute to chronological senescence. In replicatively ageing yeast 
cells, damage is asymmetrically inherited by the mother cell and removed 
from the daughter cell. Nuclear extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circles, 
cytoplasmic oxidized proteins and damaged mitochondria contribute to 
replicative senescence. In very old mother cells, asymmetry breaks down and 
the daughter cell can inherit sufficient damage to become prematurely aged.
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Particular focus is placed on key longevity factors shared between yeast 
and mammals, including dietary restriction, the target of rapamycin 
(TOR) nutrient response pathway, and sirtuins.

Chronological ageing and acid toxicity
The standard CLS assay used in the majority of studies in this area 
consists of growing cells in synthetically defined liquid medium with 
2% glucose as the carbon source2. Under these conditions, cells initially 
ferment the glucose to ethanol, which accumulates in the extracellular 
environment (Fig. 2). After glucose depletion, cells begin to metabo-
lize ethanol by mitochondrial respiration6. Several studies indicate that 
damage arising from mitochondrial production of reactive oxygen spe-
cies contributes to the chronological ageing process7. Consistent with 
this hypothesis, oxidative damage to proteins and mitochondria accu-
mulates with chronological age, and many interventions that increase 
CLS also promote resistance to oxidative stress2,8.

A new perspective on the conjecture that oxidative stress limits CLS has 
been offered by the finding that acetic acid is a primary molecular factor 
limiting the lifespan of yeast cells under these standard conditions6. As 
cells proceed to use ethanol as a secondary carbon source, acetic acid and 
other organic acids are secreted into the extracellular milieu, leading to 
acidification of the growth medium (Fig. 2). Buffering the ageing culture to 
a higher pH or removing acetic acid from the expired medium is sufficient 
to extend CLS6. Transferring cells to water, rather than allowing them to 
age in expired medium, has also been shown to increase CLS, demonstra-
ting that extracellular factors limit CLS9. Transferring post-mitotic yeast to 
water containing physiologically relevant concentrations of acetic acid, but 
not other acids, suppresses this lifespan extension, indicating that acetic 
acid is both necessary and sufficient to cause chronological ageing6. These 
findings are consistent with evidence that ageing yeast cells undergo an 
apoptosis-like process induced by acetic acid8,10,11 and with the observation 
that addition of ethanol to the medium can shorten CLS12.

The identification of acetic acid as a limiting factor for chronological 
survival under standard conditions has led to questions regarding the 
validity of this system as a model for human ageing6,7. Although it seems 
unlikely that acetic-acid-induced apoptosis has an important role in 
human ageing, the chronological ageing model may still provide a reason-
able description of some aspects of ageing in people. For example, there 
is evidence that acetic acid increases the production of reactive oxygen 
species and causes mitochondrial dysfunction in yeast, suggesting that 
although the factor inducing chronological senescence (acetic acid) may 
be specific to yeast, the resulting damage and cellular responses may be 
shared7. In addition, some interventions that increase CLS also increase 
RLS, as well as increasing lifespan in invertebrates and even mammals. 
For example, inhibition of the TOR kinase complex 1 (TOR; in yeast both 
Tor1 and Tor2 can act in this complex) with rapamycin was first shown to 
increase yeast CLS13 and has recently been found to increase lifespan in 
mice14. Likewise, deletion of the gene encoding the ribosomal S6 kinase 
homologue in yeast, SCH9, was first shown to increase CLS15 and has 
since been shown to increase RLS similarly, and to increase longevity 
in nematodes, flies and mice16. Furthermore, both TOR and Sch9 act 
in a pathway downstream of nutrient availability to modulate CLS, and 
similar results hold in other systems.

In future work, it will be important for researchers to explore alterna-
tive culture conditions in the chronological ageing assay to identify addi-
tional molecular factors that modulate survival of non-dividing yeast 
cells. One simple approach would be to buffer the culture medium so 
that acetic acid toxicity no longer limits chronological survival. Yeast 
cells cultured in buffered media still lose viability over time, and hence 
age6. It will be instructive to learn which interventions that increase 
CLS under standard conditions also increase CLS when the medium is 
buffered, and whether oxidative stress and apoptosis-like cell death still 
contribute to senescence under these conditions. It may be that the yeast 
chronological ageing model will be an even more informative model for 
ageing in multicellular eukaryotes when accumulation of acetic acid no 
longer limits cellular survival.

Asymmetrical damage inheritance during replicative ageing
The best-characterized type of molecular damage associated with 
replicative ageing is the mother-cell-specific accumulation of extra-
chromosomal ribosomal DNA circles1 (ERCs). ERCs are formed by 
homologous recombination within the rDNA, resulting in the forma-
tion of a self-replicating circular DNA molecule that is asymmetrically 
retained in the mother-cell nucleus during cell division. Proteins that 
modulate rDNA recombination and ERC formation also influence RLS. 
For example, the histone deacetylase Sir2 (discussed in detail below) 
represses ERC formation by inhibiting rDNA recombination, and the 
replication fork block protein Fob1 promotes rDNA recombination 
and ERC formation. Thus, deletion of FOB1 or overexpression of SIR2 
increases RLS, whereas deletion of SIR2 decreases RLS1.

The mechanism by which ERCs cause senescence in yeast remains 
unknown. One idea is that essential replication or transcription factors 
that act on the rDNA interact physically with the accumulating ERCs 
in ageing cells and are no longer available to carry out their normal cel-
lular functions. Another possibility is that the increasing abundance of 
DNA coding for ribosomal RNA with age leads to an imbalance between 
rRNA and ribosomal proteins and impairs ribosome biogenesis and 
function. Also, a new report has suggested that ERCs may limit RLS 
by inducing rDNA instability during ageing, and argues that this is the 
primary cause of senescence17. This idea is based on the observation that 
a strain engineered to have a reduced ability to replicate the rDNA also 
has increased rDNA instability and reduced concentrations of ERCs, 
but is shorter lived than the wild-type strain17. Although this is a reason-
able hypothesis, further examination is required because the mutation 
introduced to reduce rDNA replication activity may limit RLS through 
a mechanism that is not relevant to ageing of wild-type cells.

Recent efforts have provided insight into how ERCs, and other cir-
cular DNA molecules, are asymmetrically inherited by the mother cell. 
Shcheprova et al.18 have described a septin-dependent nuclear diffusion 

Figure 2 | Carbon metabolism and yeast ageing. Yeast cells are typically 
aged in synthetic medium containing 2% glucose. Under these conditions, 
cells ferment pyruvate to ethanol. After glucose depletion, ethanol is 
metabolized leading to the production of acetic acid, which is toxic to 
yeast cells and induces an apoptosis-like response that limits CLS. Under 
conditions of dietary restriction, the glucose concentration of the growth 
medium is reduced to 0.5% or lower, resulting in direct use of pyruvate 
by mitochondrial respiration, decreased acetic acid production and 
increased CLS.
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barrier that inhibits the passage of nuclear pores from the mother cell 
to the daughter cell. Circular DNA molecules lacking a centromeric 
sequence, such as ERCs, seem to be physically associated with nuclear 
pores such that they are also retained in the mother cell by the diffusion 
barrier. Loss of the septin protein Bud6 leads to symmetrical segrega-
tion of nuclear pores and ERCs18. Interestingly, bud6Δ mother cells also 
have an increased lifespan, presumably due to dilution of ERCs, and 
perhaps other forms of age-associated damage, through partitioning 
to the daughter cells18.

Abundant evidence points to ERCs’ being important contributors 
to replicative ageing of yeast cells; however, several additional types of 
damage are also likely to have a role. For example, oxidatively damaged 
proteins and dysfunctional mitochondria have both been shown to be 
asymmetrically segregated to the mother cell and to contribute to rep-
licative ageing. Segregation of damaged cytoplasmic proteins is medi-
ated by the actin cytoskeleton and requires the histone deacetylase Sir2 
(ref. 19), resulting in an enhanced capacity to respond to oxidative stress 
in the daughter cell20. Atp2, a component of the mitochondrial ATPase, 
is required for proper segregation of active mitochondria to daughter 
cells21, and mitochondrial dysfunction leads to activation of the retro-
grade response, which has also been shown to modulate RLS22.

Recently, an interesting link has been suggested between asymmetri-
cal segregation of damaged mitochondria in the mother cell and age-
associated genomic instability23. In comparison with young cells, old 
mother cells show a 100-fold higher frequency of loss of heterozygosity, 
which is a measure of genomic instability24. Veatch et al.23 proposed that 
this genomic instability results from a defect in iron–sulphur-cluster 
biogenesis arising from loss of mitochondrial DNA in ageing cells. How 
a defect in iron–sulphur-cluster biogenesis leads to genomic instability 
remains unknown, but it may result from a decrease in function of one 
or more cluster-binding proteins involved in promoting genomic sta-
bility23. It also remains to be determined whether age-associated loss of 
mitochondrial DNA drives mitochondrial dysfunction or vice versa, as 
well as the degree to which this contributes to replicative senescence.

Dietary restriction and conserved longevity pathways
Many notable advances in ageing-related research have come from 
studying interventions that slow ageing across evolutionarily divergent 
species. Dietary restriction is the most-studied such intervention, and 
has been shown to increase longevity in organisms ranging from yeast 
to mammals25. The most common dietary restriction protocol in yeast 
involves reducing the concentration of glucose in the growth medium 
from 2% to 0.5% or lower, which has been shown to increase both 
RLS and CLS26–29. An alternative dietary restriction protocol, in which 
amino-acid availability is reduced, has also been found to increase RLS30 
but has not been studied in detail. Several genetic models of dietary 
restriction have also been described in which mutations in glucose-
sensing pathways lead to reduced activity of nutrient responsive kinases, 
including protein kinase A, TOR and Sch9 (ref. 1).

Decreased glucose availability leads to several physiological changes 
that are likely to be relevant for ageing, including a metabolic shift from 
fermentation to respiration, increased autophagy, decreased messenger 
RNA translation and enhanced stress resistance. With respect to chrono-
logical ageing, the shift away from fermentative metabolism seems to 
be of primary importance, as this prevents the accumulation of acetic 
acid and acidification of the culture medium6. In addition, improved 
clearance of damaged macromolecules by means of autophagy has also 
been shown to have a role in CLS extension by dietary restriction31. The 
mechanism of RLS extension by dietary restriction remains an area of 
ongoing debate and has been proposed to involve activation of Sir2 as 
well as inhibition of TOR.

Sirtuins
Sirtuins are a family of NAD+-dependent protein deacetylases named 
for their founding member, the yeast histone deacetylase Sir2 (ref. 32). 
The importance of sirtuins in ageing was established in studies show-
ing that deletion of Sir2 decreases RLS, whereas overexpression of Sir2 

increases RLS33,34. With the subsequent discoveries that activation of 
Sir2 orthologues can increase lifespan in both nematodes and flies, the 
idea that sirtuins may mediate lifespan extension in many different 
organisms has received much attention, and sirtuin activators are being 
developed and studied for beneficial effects in a variety of mammalian 
disease models32.

A perplexing aspect of the function of Sir2 in promoting RLS in yeast 
is that the mechanism by which Sir2 is thought to act (inhibition of 
rDNA recombination and ERC formation) does not seem to be rel-
evant to ageing in multicellular eukaryotes, despite the fact that Sir2 
orthologues promote longevity in other species. This suggests either that 
sirtuins have evolved to modulate longevity by different downstream 
mechanisms in different organisms, or that Sir2 acts by additional non-
rDNA mechanisms to promote RLS in yeast. In support of the second 
possibility, sir2Δ fob1Δ mother cells have a lifespan shorter than fob1Δ 

The hypothesis that Sir2 activation accounts for RLS extension from 

dietary restriction has been controversial. Standard yeast medium 

contains 2% glucose, and the two most common methods of dietary 

restriction are to reduce glucose from 2% to either 0.5% (moderate 

dietary restriction) or 0.05% (extreme dietary restriction). On the 

basis of the NAD+-dependent nature of the Sir2 deacetylation reaction, 

Lin et al.27 proposed that dietary restriction alters the NAD+/NADH 

ratio in a Sir2-activating manner and that this is how dietary restriction 

increases RLS. In support of this hypothesis, Lin et al.27 reported that Sir2 

activity is increased by moderate dietary restriction, as measured by 

silencing of a MET15 (also known as MET17) marker integrated into the 

rDNA array, and that lifespan extension by moderate dietary restriction 

is blocked by deletion of SIR2.

A complicating factor in the study by Lin et al.27 is that the strain 

background used does not show increased RLS in response to 

overexpression of Sir2 (ref. 26). In a strain background that responds 

to both dietary restriction and overexpression of Sir2, combining these 

two interventions results in an additive increase in RLS26. This led to 

the hypothesis that Sir2 and dietary restriction might act in parallel 

pathways to modulate RLS. To test this possibility directly, Kaeberlein 

et al.26 examined whether dietary restriction could increase RLS in 

a strain lacking both Sir2 and Fob1. Deletion of FOB1 suppresses the 

short lifespan and rDNA recombination defect of the sir2Δ mutant33, 

preventing death caused by abnormally high concentrations of ERCs 

from masking the longevity effects of dietary restriction26. In this 

context, both extreme and moderate dietary restriction increased RLS, 

demonstrating that dietary restriction does not always require Sir2. 

Lamming et al.69 proposed that the sirtuin Hst2 can compensate for 

deletion of SIR2 by relocalizing to the rDNA, and that activation of Hst2 

accounts for RLS extension by dietary restriction in sir2Δ fob1Δ cells. By 

contrast, Kaeberlein et al.70 and Tsuchiya et al.71 reported that all of the 

sirtuins, including Hst2, are dispensable for RLS extension by moderate 

or extreme dietary restriction. This issue has yet to be resolved.

The hypothesis that Sir2 mediates RLS extension by dietary restriction 

is based on the assumption that Sir2 activity is increased by dietary 

restriction27. Despite recent studies reporting changes in NAD+ 

metabolism predicted to activate Sir2 (ref. 72), the direct evidence for 

activation of Sir2 has remained unconvincing. The assay initially used 

by Lin et al.27 to measure Sir2 activity in dietary-restricted cells requires 

detection of a colour change caused by MET15 expression when cells 

are grown on media containing Pb2+. Two recent reports using either the 

same assay as Lin et al.27 or a more sensitive, survival-based assay for 

silencing of URA3 integrated into the rDNA52,56 indicate that moderate 

dietary restriction does not alter rDNA silencing. Smith et al.56 reported 

that extreme dietary restriction does cause a colour change using the 

MET15 assay, but this is Sir2 independent and is probably an artefact 

of the MET15 marker. Other studies have also reported that dietary 

restriction does not increase Sir2 activity, on the basis of silencing 

of ADE2 and URA3 marker genes integrated near the telomeres45,73. 

Taken together, these studies suggest that Sir2 activity is unlikely to be 

significantly increased by either moderate or extreme dietary restriction.

Box 1 | Points of contention about sirtuins
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single-mutant cells, despite the fact that both strains have comparably 
low concentrations of ERCs33. One non-rDNA function of Sir2 that may 
contribute to ageing is its requirement for asymmetrical retention of 
damaged cytoplasmic proteins in the mother cell19,20. This hypothesis 
is attractive, because oxidatively damaged proteins are known to accu-
mulate with age in invertebrates and mammals, and failure to maintain 
protein homeostasis is likely to have a contributing role in multiple age-
associated diseases35.

A second non-rDNA function of Sir2 that may contribute to its role 
in promoting RLS is maintenance of telomeric chromatin. Dang et al.36 
observed that Sir2 abundance declines in replicatively ageing yeast and 
that this loss of Sir2 is accompanied by a decrease in histone acetylation 
and histone abundance near telomeres. The idea that stabilization of 
telomeres could have a role in RLS extension by overexpression of Sir2 
is appealing, because telomeric dysfunction has been suggested as a 
potential contributing factor in human ageing37,38. Unlike in human cells, 
however, telomere length does not generally decrease during replicative 
ageing of yeast cells, and mutations that shorten telomere length have 
been found to increase RLS39. Thus, if telomeric Sir2 is important in 
promoting RLS, it is probably by a mechanism distinct from regula-
tion of telomere length. Such a mechanism could involve maintaining 
the structural integrity of telomeres during ageing or promoting tran-
scriptional silencing of one or more subtelomeric genes involved in the 
ageing process.

Sirtuins have been proposed to mediate the longevity and health 
benefits of dietary restriction in yeast, worms, flies and mice40. This 
hypothesis has proven controversial (Box 1) (see page 480), and sev-
eral groups have reported Sir2-independent RLS extension by dietary 
restriction in both yeast and Caenorhabditis elegans, indicating that 
additional dietary-restriction-responsive longevity factors must exist 
in these organisms41. In mice, SIRT1 seems to be required for lifespan 
extension by dietary restriction, and there is accumulating evidence 
that it has an important role in modulating mitochondrial function in 
response to reduced nutrient availability32. Thus, although sirtuins are 
clearly important conserved longevity factors, whether they are directly 
involved in the lifespan extension that results from dietary restriction 
remains unclear.

TOR signalling and mRNA translation
In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to TOR signal-
ling as a conserved longevity pathway and a possible component in 
the response to dietary restriction. TOR kinases are highly conserved 
in organisms ranging from yeast to humans and function to control 
growth, metabolism and stress resistance in response to nutrient 
and growth factor cues42. Decreased TOR activity has been found to 
increase lifespan in both models of yeast ageing, nematodes, flies and 

mice, and, consistent with its having a role in dietary restriction, TOR 
signalling is reduced by dietary restriction in each of these organ-
isms14,43. Genetic studies have placed TOR in the same pathway as 
dietary restriction with respect to yeast RLS and CLS, and a similar 
relationship has been reported in both nematodes and flies43.

The importance of mRNA translation downstream of TOR signalling 
as a conserved longevity pathway was demonstrated in a comparative 
analysis of ageing in yeast and nematodes by Smith et al.44. They used a 
bioinformatic approach to identify yeast homologues of previously iden-
tified nematode ageing genes and measured the RLS of 264 single-gene 
deletion strains corresponding to these homologues. On the basis of a 
previous study of 564 randomly selected deletion strains45, Smith et al.44 
expected to identify about six long-lived mutants. Instead, 25 hom ologue 
pairs that modulate longevity in both S. cerevisiae and C. elegans were 
found, providing the first quantitative evidence that genetic control of 
ageing has been conserved between divergent eukaryotic species. Inter-
estingly, eight of these 25 homologue pairs could be definitively assigned 
as functioning in the TOR signalling pathway to control mRNA transla-
tion: the TOR kinase Tor1 (yeast)/LET-363 (nematode), the ribosomal 
S6 kinase Sch9 (yeast)/RSKS-1 (nematode), three translation initia-
tion factors and three ribosomal proteins44. Several additional stud-
ies have reinforced the idea that regulation of mRNA translation is a 
key component of TOR signalling involved in modulating longevity in 
invertebrates35, and this has recently been extended to mammals with 
the finding that knockout of the gene coding for the Sch9 homologue 
RPS6KB1 also increases lifespan in mice46.

The study of ribosomal protein mutants in yeast has proven informa-
tive regarding potential mechanisms of longevity control by TOR and 
mRNA translation machinery. The yeast ribosome consists of 78 ribo-
somal proteins, encoded by 137 ribosomal protein genes, that function 
in the small (40S) or large (60S) ribosomal subunits. RNA interference 
knockdown of both 40S-subunit and 60S-subunit ribosomal proteins 
has been found to increase nematode lifespan35. By contrast, yeast RLS 
seems to be influenced much more robustly by proteins of the 60S sub-
unit than by proteins of the 40S subunit. Twenty ribosomal protein gene 
deletions are known to increase RLS, of which 18 encode 60S-subunit 
proteins45,47–49. The greater importance of 60S function in RLS determi-
nation can be explained in part by differential expression of the Gcn4 
stress-responsive and nutrient-responsive transcription factor49. Gcn4 
abundance is regulated translationally by the presence of inhibitory open 
reading frames in the 5ʹ untranslated region of the GCN4 mRNA. GCN4 
is not translated efficiently under conditions favouring growth; how-
ever, specific depletion of the 60S subunit leads to increased translation 
of GCN4, despite a global decrease in protein synthesis. This increase 
in Gcn4 abundance is required for full lifespan extension by deletion 
of 60S-subunit ribosomal protein genes. Deletion of GCN4 also partly 

Figure 3 | Modulation of yeast ageing by TOR 
and Sir2. Decreased TOR activity increases both 
RLS and CLS by several possible mechanisms. 
Reduced rDNA recombination and reduced 
mRNA translation probably contribute to 
increased RLS, whereas decreased production of 
acetic acid increases CLS. Resistance to oxidative 
stress, improved mitochondrial function and 
enhanced clearance of damaged proteins 
probably contributes to both RLS and CLS. 
Increased Sir2 activity extends RLS but not 
CLS. Sir2 represses rDNA recombination, 
promotes asymmetrical segregation of oxidized 
proteins to the mother cell and maintains 
chromatin structure near telomeres and possibly 
other loci.
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blocks lifespan extension by dietary restriction, deletion of TOR1 or 
deletion of SCH9, consistent with a model placing ribosomal proteins 
downstream of dietary restriction, TOR and Sch9 in a conserved lon-
gevity pathway49.

The fact that loss of Gcn4 does not completely block RLS extension 
indicates that additional longevity modifiers must exist downstream 
of dietary restriction and TOR. One possibility is that other longevity-
modulating mRNAs are also differentially translated, as has been sug-
gested for components of the electron transport chain in flies subjected to 
dietary restriction50. RLS-extending mutations in ribosomal proteins also 
suppress mitochondrial degeneration51, although whether this is related 
to altered translation of mitochondrial proteins remains unknown. Del-
etion of TOR1 or SCH9 also results in decreased rDNA recombination 
by a Sir2-independent mechanism52, suggesting that ERC formation may 
also be dependent on TOR activity. Finally, because reduced TOR activity 
results in increased autophagic degradation, it is reasonable to speculate 
that accumulation of damaged proteins and mitochondria during replica-
tive ageing could also be alleviated (Fig. 3).

Another hypothesis that has been proposed is that Sir2 functions 
downstream of TOR and is activated in response to reduced TOR sig-
naling53. This model is based on the observation that TOR inhibition 
leads to activation of two stress-responsive transcription factors, Msn2 
and Msn4 (ref. 54) These in turn promote expression of the nicotin-
amidase Pnc1, which could lead to activation of Sir2 by reducing the 
cellular abundance of nicotinamide55. Although this is an interest ing 
possibility, there is little direct evidence that inhibition of TOR acti-
vates Sir2. In fact, deletion of TOR1 has been reported to have no effect 
on Sir2 activity in vivo45. Also arguing against this model is evidence 
that dietary restriction does not activate Sir2 in vivo and that lifespan 
extension by either dietary restriction or deletion of TOR1 does not 
require Sir2 (refs 45, 52, 56) (Box 1). It may be that TOR signalling 
can modulate Sir2 activity under certain conditions, but the bulk of the 
current data support the idea that TOR and Sir2 act in distinct genetic 
pathways to modulate RLS.

Like RLS, reduced TOR signalling also acts downstream of dietary 
restriction to increase CLS13; however, control of mRNA translation 
does not seem to have a significant role in this response. Instead, a 
shift in metabolism from fermentation to respiration in response to 
reduced TOR activity has been proposed to mediate increased CLS57. 
Such a shift could mimic the effect of dietary restriction by reducing the 
amount of acetic acid produced from metabolism of ethanol6. Induc-
tion of autophagy in response to TOR inhibition has also been shown 
to be important for CLS58, and a recent report implicates upregulation 
of glycerol biosynthesis in response to deletion of TOR1 or SCH9 as a 
contributing factor for CLS extension59.

Emerging yeast models
Although S. cerevisiae is the most widely used yeast ageing model, addi-
tional yeast species are also providing valuable insights. The best-studied 
alternative yeast ageing model pertains to the fission yeast Schizosaccha-
romyces pombe. CLS is measured in S. pombe identically to that in S. cer-
evisiae, and many of the same factors have been found to modulate CLS 
in this organism. These include CLS extension by dietary restriction in 
the form of decreased glucose availability and by mutations that reduce 
signalling through glucose-sensing pathways involving the S. pombe 
homologues of protein kinase A and Sch9 (refs 60, 61). Accumulation 
of oxidatively damaged proteins with chronological age has also been 
observed in S. pombe, suggesting that similar molecular processes occur 
during ageing in both fission and budding yeasts. An important ques-
tion for future studies will be to determine whether acetic acid toxicity 
is a primary cause of chronological senescence in S. pombe. If this is 
not the case, then S. pombe could prove to be a particularly informa-
tive model for characterizing additional processes leading to oxidative 
damage and mitochondrial dysfunction during ageing.

Unlike S. cerevisiae, cell division in young S. pombe is morphologi-
cally symmetrical, resulting in the formation of two apparent sister cells 
rather than easily identifiable mother and daughter cells. By carefully 

following individual cells for multiple generations, however, aged mother 
cells can be morphologically differentiated from daughter cells, allowing 
measurement of RLS62. Similar to the case in S. cerevisiae, oxidatively 
damaged proteins seem to be asymmetrically segregated to the mother 
cell in a Sir2-dependent manner63. This conservation suggests that the 
asymmetrical retention of damage has been highly conserved between 
these two divergent yeast species.

A second example of an alternative yeast model for ageing studies 
is Kluyveromyces lactis. Unlike S. cerevisiae, K. lactis metabolizes glu-
cose primarily by respiration, rather than by alcoholic fermentation. 
Dietary restriction by glucose restriction does not extend CLS in this 

Resveratrol is a polyphenolic compound found in red wine. It began to 

be studied as an anti-ageing drug after it was identified in 2003 from 

an in vitro screen for Sir2 activators74. Resveratrol was first reported 

to extend yeast RLS74 and then to extend lifespan in nematodes, flies 

and a short-lived fish75,76. Subsequent studies have failed to reproduce 

lifespan extension by resveratrol in yeast and flies, and have shown that 

it activates sirtuins in a substrate-specific manner77–80. Feeding mice 

a diet supplemented with resveratrol protects them against toxicity 

associated with a high-fat diet, enhances metabolic function and 

leads to gene expression changes similar to those caused by dietary 

restriction81–83. Thus far, dietary supplementation with resveratrol has 

not resulted in increased lifespan in mice84. Resveratrol and additional 

substrate-specific sirtuin activators are currently being studied for 

safety and efficacy against type 2 diabetes in human clinical trials.

Rapamycin (also known as sirolimus) is a macrolide antibiotic 

that specifically inhibits TOR activity. The first longevity study with 

rapamycin was published in 2006 and showed that the drug increases 

yeast CLS13. Rapamycin has also been reported to increase RLS53, and 

genetic models of reduced TOR activity increase lifespan in yeast, 

nematodes and flies43. In 2009, lifespan extension by feeding mice 

a diet supplemented with an encapsulated form of rapamycin was 

reported14. Initiating rapamycin supplementation at as late as 600 days 

of age, which is roughly comparable to 60 years in humans, was 

sufficient to increase mouse lifespan14. Rapamycin is used clinically to 

treat certain forms of cancer, to prevent coronary restenosis and as an 

immunosuppressant43.

Spermidine is a naturally occurring polyamine that modulates diverse 

cellular processes, including DNA stability, transcription, translation 

and apoptosis85. In 2009, supplementation with spermidine was 

reported to increase yeast CLS and lifespan in nematodes and flies86. 

The mechanism by which spermidine promotes longevity is proposed to 

involve induction of autophagy86.

Box 2 | Three anti-ageing drugs from yeast
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species64. Thus, the different evolutionary strategies taken by K. lactis, 
S. pombe and other yeast species are likely to provide new insights into 
the ageing process.

Future directions and perspectives
Studies of yeast ageing have had a significant impact on ageing-related 
research. Some of the most promising longevity factors and potential 
anti-ageing drugs (Box 2) were first identified and characterized in 
yeast. In two cases, those of rapamycin and resveratrol, compounds 
first reported to slow ageing in yeast have progressed to clinical trials 
for ageing-related diseases65. In the future, it will be important to con-
tinue to clarify which aspects of ageing are conserved between yeast 
and mammals and which are specific to yeast. Thus far, the approach 
of using an invertebrate species, such as C. elegans, as an intermediate 
model system has proven fruitful in differentiating conserved mecha-
nisms of ageing from yeast-specific mechanisms of ageing.

The field of yeast ageing is likely to continue to advance rapidly as new 
methods and technologies are applied. Network biology, for example, 
has been used to predict ‘longevity networks’ and identify new longevity 
genes on the basis of known interactions with ageing-related proteins48,66. 
New metabolomic and proteomic technologies also have great potential 
to enhance our understanding of ageing and are easily applied to the 
yeast system. High-throughput methods for quantifying lifespan are 
also likely to continue to improve, providing quantitative data for RLS 
and CLS for thousands of genetic variants and perhaps allowing small 
molecule screens to identify new anti-ageing drugs. Recently, a promis-
ing high-throughput method for measuring RLS based on the selective 
killing of daughter cells, rather than manual micromanipulation, has 
been described and may accelerate studies in this area significantly67.

An aspect of yeast ageing that remains relatively unstudied is the inter-
play between RLS and CLS. Although the reduction in RLS caused by 
chronological ageing of cells was described more than a decade ago5, 
the mechanistic details underlying the phenomenon remain a mystery. 
It was recently found that, in addition to shortening RLS, chronologi-
cal ageing leads to elevated genomic instability and loss of asymmetry 
when cells resume mitotic growth68. This phenotype seems unlikely to be 
related to acetic acid toxicity and may represent an aspect of chronologi-
cal ageing that is currently masked by acetic-acid-induced cell death. A 
hybrid ageing assay that combines features of both chronological and 
replicative ageing might be fertile ground for exploring shared aspects 
of cellular ageing.

A major challenge in future will be to understand how multiple types 
of damage in different cellular compartments cause senescence in yeast. 
As discussed above, at least three different types of damage are known to 
be asymmetrically inherited by mother cells and contribute to replica-
tive ageing: nuclear ERCs, damaged cytoplasmic proteins and defective 
mitochondria. It will be important to clarify how these different types 
of damage interact to ultimately block cell division and whether they 
act in an independent, additive or synergistic manner. Understanding 
how these different types of age-associated damage contribute to cel-
lular dysfunction in yeast is likely to prove informative about mam-
malian ageing, where, although many different types of damage have 
been proposed to cause ageing, there is little consensus regarding which 
are most relevant.

Despite the vast differences in complexity between yeast and humans, 
the study of ageing in yeast has provided key insights into pathways 
that modulate ageing in mammals. The pioneering efforts that Leonard 
Guarente, Michal Jazwinski and others made in establishing yeast as an 
accepted ageing model in the face of strong scepticism deserve recog-
nition. Without this perseverance, the field of ageing-related research 
would be poorer. Undoubtedly, S. cerevisiae and its fungal brethren will 
continue to have a role at the forefront of efforts to understand the basic 
biology of ageing. ■
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